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BOSON BOOKS, United States, 2003. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 230 x 155 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The dead too have hopes. And among the
hopeful dead is Alex Resartus: obtuse professor, obscure novelist, schizophrenic.and vampire. As an
obtuse professor, he bewilders and frustrates his bored students; as an obscure novelist with a
once-promising reputation, he desires to recover his creative powers, but his shattered mind stands
in the way. As a schizophrenic, Alex s mind is broken, and in this most unusual novel, A SELF-MADE
MONSTER, Alex plans to reorganize his broken mind with whole blood. For Alex s special quirk both
his blessing and his curse is that he takes on the traits of his victims in most surprising ways. Alex
sees the brilliant and socially backward student, Edward Head, as his savior: Edward s disciplined
and powerful mind is just the tonic Alex needs to rejuvenate his creative powers. But Alex is not the
only one with hopes. The living among him have their own hopes. Edward s hopes are carnal. He
desires both Holly Dish, an amalgam of sweaty undergraduate daydreams, and Claire Sweet, a
returning adult coed who is...
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This pdf can be well worth a read, and much better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your daily life span will
probably be transform when you full looking over this book.
-- Roxa nne Stehr-- Roxa nne Stehr

It in a of my personal favorite book. It is writter in easy terms and never hard to understand. Its been designed in an exceedingly easy way and it is only
after i finished reading this publication by which in fact changed me, change the way i think.
-- Lucinda  Stiedem a nn-- Lucinda  Stiedem a nn
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